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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.

What is SEPA? 

The Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) is 
the area where citizens, companies and other 
economic participants can make and receive 
payments in euro, within Europe, whether be-
tween or within national boundaries under the 
same basic conditions, rights and obligations, 
regardless of their location. The geographical 
scope of SEPA encompasses the 27 EU mem-
ber states, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and 
Switzerland.

What impact will it have on
the payments market? 

SEPA is an EU-wide policy-maker-driven in-
tegration initiative which will have an impact on 
all euro payments as a result of the introduc-
tion of SEPA payment schemes and standards. 
Every citizen, merchant, public administration 
and corporate with a banking relationship in the 
euro area will eventually be affected by SEPA, 
as will everyone in the payment supply chain. 

What impact will it have on
the economy and society?

SEPA will create the conditions for enhanced 
competition in the provision of payments serv-
ices. It will also generate, through harmoni-
sation, more efficient payment systems and 
deliver tangible benefits for the economy and 
society as a whole. The common currency will 
be systemically strengthened by a harmonised 
set of euro payment instruments. 

What has been delivered so far? 

The European banking industry has defined 
SEPA schemes for credit transfers and direct 
debits together with a SEPA Data Format based 
on global ISO standards. The SEPA Credit 
Transfer Scheme was successfully launched in 
January 2008. The general SEPA-wide launch 
date for the SEPA Direct Debit Schemes has 
been set in principle by the EPC for November 
2009, the point in time when EU member states 
have adopted a common legal framework for 
payments. For payment cards, a new SEPA 
Cards Framework has also been agreed and is 
in the process of being implemented by banks, 
card schemes and card processors.

What are the benefits?

Once SEPA is achieved, it will be possible to ex-
change euro payments between any accounts in  
SEPA as easily as it is possible today only 
within national borders. Common standards, 
faster settlement and simplified processing will 
improve cash flow, reduce costs and facilitate  
access to new markets. Moreover, customers 
will benefit from the development of innova-
tive products offered by payment sector sup-
pliers.

Make SEPA a success!

The European banking industry has suc-
cessfully delivered innovative and commonly 
applicable SEPA payment schemes and frame-
works. It is now up to the political drivers of the 
SEPA initiative – EU governments, the Euro-
pean Commission (EC) including the ECOFIN 
and the Governing Council of the European 
Central Bank (ECB) – to create the incentives 
needed to facilitate the change-over for bank 
customers to the new SEPA instruments. 
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ABOUT SEPA

2.

2.1 The vision

The Single Euro Payments Area – SEPA – will be the area where citizens, 
companies and other economic participants make and receive payments 
in euro, whether between or within national boundaries, under the same 
basic conditions, rights and obligations. In the long-term, the uniform 
SEPA schemes and standards are expected to replace the national 
payment systems now being operated in Europe.

SEPA is an EU-wide policy-maker-driven integration initiative in the area of payments designed 
to achieve the completion of the EU internal market and monetary union. Following the introduction 
of euro notes and coins in 2002, the political drivers of the SEPA initiative – EU governments, the 
European Commission and the European Central Bank – focused on harmonising the euro pay-
ments market. Integrating the multitude of national payment systems existing today is a natural 
step towards making the euro a truly single and fully functioning currency. SEPA will become a 
reality when a critical mass of euro payments has migrated from legacy payment instruments to 
the new SEPA payment instruments.

SEPA is currently defined as consisting of the EU 27 member states plus Iceland, Norway, 
Liechtenstein and Switzerland. 

Although European banks have decided to take a leading role in this migration by self-regulation, 
SEPA will be realised only when key stakeholders such as the business community and public 
administrations embrace the SEPA vision and commit to implementing the necessary changes.
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2.2 The goals

The overall goals of SEPA were defined by EU governments in the Lisbon Agenda, which envis-
ages the EU internal market as the most competitive knowledge-based economy globally. The 
integration of euro payments markets is a major prerequisite for the realisation of this vision. As 
such, SEPA is considered a necessary step towards strengthening the European economy as a 
whole. At the same time, SEPA will increase competition in the payments services sector to the 
benefit of users such as consumers, enterprises and public administrations.

According to a recent study conducted at the request of the European 
Commission, the replacement of existing national payment systems by 
SEPA holds a market potential of up to €123 billion in benefits, cumulative 
over six years and benefiting the users of payments services.

In addition, the European Commission and the European Central Bank expect SEPA to serve as 
a stepping stone towards revolutionising electronic services in the payment and public services 
sectors, leading to further cost reductions and efficiency gains to the benefit of customers.
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ABOUT EPC

3.

To ensure the highest possible level of reach,  
efficiency and security of a payment scheme, 
the rules are agreed by the payments services 
providers themselves. This is done in a way that 
enables banks to maintain self-regulation and 
meet regulators’ and stakeholders’ expecta-
tions as efficiently as possible.

Whereas the rules and standards which 
make up a payment scheme are defined by 
banks in a collaborative space, the particular 
payment product offered to the customer is 
developed by individual banks or groups of 
banks operating in a competitive environment.  
So, provided that scheme rules are respected, 
payments services providers are free to add 
features and services of their choice to the ac-
tual payment product.

The development of payment products 
based on the SEPA schemes including 
all product-related features such as pric-
ing is outside the scope of the EPC. For  
detailed SEPA customer propositions bank  
customers should contact the payments  
services provider of their choice.

Services offered by clearing systems and 
technology providers based on the SEPA 
schemes are governed by market forces and 
are outside the scope of the EPC.

The SEPA Schemes developed by EPC define 
sets of interbank rules and standards that have 
to be observed when executing SEPA payment 
transactions. The schemes provide a common 
understanding between banks (payments serv-
ices providers) on how to move funds from ac-
count A to account B within SEPA. The EPC is 
responsible for the development and mainte-
nance of SEPA payment schemes as defined in 
the Rulebooks published by the EPC itself.

The European Payments 
Council is the decision-making 
and coordination body of the 
European banking industry in 
relation to payments.

The EPC defines common positions for core 
payments services, provides strategic guidance 
for standardisation, formulates best practices 
and supports and monitors implementation of 
decisions taken.

At the end of 2008, the EPC consists of 74 
members comprising banks and banking com-
munities. More than 300 professionals from 31 
countries are directly engaged in the work pro-
gramme of the EPC, representing all sizes and 
sectors of the banking industry within Europe.
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The European banking industry has delivered:

In January 2008, more than 4300 banks in 31 countries representing roughly 95 percent of the 
payment volume in Europe took a historical first step to starting SEPA by launching the SEPA 
Credit Transfer Scheme for euro payments.

Approval of the SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme and the SEPA Business to Business Direct 
Debit Scheme; the general SEPA-wide launch date for the SEPA Direct Debit Schemes has 
been set in principle by the EPC for November 2009.

With the launch of the SEPA Credit Transfer, European banks are the first in  
the world to deploy a new global data format — the ISO 20022 XML message standards — for 
mass euro payment transactions. This innovation is likely to have an impact far beyond Europe, 
as corporates and banks in Asia and in the Americas have already started to realise the global 
implications of 31 countries moving jointly towards this international standard.

Agreement on the use of a single account identifier based on global ISO standards “Interna-
tional Bank Account Number (IBAN)” and a single bank identifier based on the “Bank Identifier 
Code (BIC)”. 

Approval of a SEPA Cards Framework for euro payments with a general purpose card  
including principles for banks, for card schemes, for card service providers and for other  
stakeholders.

Agreement on a framework for pan-European clearing infrastructures.

Design of a Cash Framework to support the shift towards electronic payment methods aimed 
at reducing the costs associated with cash handling.

SEPA schemes and standards will gradually replace existing electronic euro payment instru-
ments in the SEPA area with an impact for every citizen, corporate, small and medium sized en-
terprise (SME), merchant and public administration. Following the migration of existing payment 
systems, all customers will be able to make and receive euro payments to and from any corporate, 
SME and public administration using the same uniform SEPA payment instruments.

3.1 SEPA:
the first milestones
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MAKING SEPA A REALITY:
KEY ROLE OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR

4.

4.2 Creating a critical mass
of SEPA payments

SEPA will become a reality when a critical 
mass of transactions has migrated from na-
tional legacy systems to the SEPA instruments. 
This goal can only be achieved if major players 
in the payments environment such as public 
administrations become dedicated SEPA cus-
tomers. 

Payments channelled through government 
agencies at EU, state, regional and local level 

include tax payments and returns, social secu-
rity benefits and pension contributions; salaries 
for civic employees as well as payments for 
goods and services purchased. In addition, 
consideration needs to be given to payments 
handled by wholly or partly state-owned utili-
ties and enterprises. In some EU countries, a 
major part of the payments industry itself is in 
the hands of public sector financial institutions. 
This volume of payments made by government 
agencies would not only significantly contribute 
to creating critical mass, but would in addition 
trigger the adoption of SEPA instruments by 
others, such as corporates and consumers. 

4.1 Turning a political
vision into reality

SEPA is a policy-maker-driven public harmo-
nisation initiative launched by EU-governments, 
the European Commission and the European 
Central Bank designed to strengthen the EU 
internal market as well as the monetary un-
ion. As a matter of principle it can therefore 
be expected that the public sector will lead 
by example and will act as the launching cus-
tomer of the new SEPA payment services. In  
promoting SEPA, the European Commission 
and the European Central Bank, together with 
the banking industry, have therefore continu-
ously stressed the importance of the early en-
gagement by public administrations.

The involvement of the public sector is in-
dispensable. Given the wider benefits for so-
ciety, public administrations could and should 
therefore play a major role in kick-starting mi-
gration by setting an example for all payments 
services users. SEPA implementation should 
not be viewed simply as a compliance issue 
by government departments and public utili-
ties. Rather, the use of SEPA payment instru-
ments will contribute to improving government 
services for citizens and enterprises and will 
deliver major benefits to public administrations 
themselves. 
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The public sector is a prime economic actor and is responsible for as 
much as 50 per cent of the GDP in the euro area and accounts for 
up to 20 per cent or more of payments made in society. To reach a 
critical mass of SEPA payments, the engagement of the public sector 
is indispensable.

4.3 Setting the benchmark:
SEPA pioneers in the public sector

Belgium represents one of the few SEPA countries where public administrations have taken 
a pioneer role in migrating to SEPA payments. In June 2008 the Belgian Council of Ministers 
officially stated that the federal public administrations in Belgium will exclusively use the SEPA 
Credit Transfer as well as standardised account information (IBAN and BIC) for all the financial 
transactions with citizens and corporates from 1 January 2009 onwards.

At end 2008, such demonstrated commitment by the public sector, however, remains quite the 
exception. To make SEPA a success, efforts comparable to those of the Belgian government will 
have to be afforded by all EU-governments.

As regards the actual migration rate of public administrations, the European Commision plans 
to publish the results of its survey on SEPA preparedness and migration by public administrations 
as part of its progress report on the state of SEPA migration, which is due to be adopted by the 
ECOFIN Council in early 2009.
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Harmonised e-government solutions and the 
development of related information and com-
munication technologies (ICT) should in turn 
further promote more efficient public services 
while completing a single market for the infor-
mation society, a main objective of the Com-
mission’s initiative “i2010”1. This initiative aims 
to:

Establish a European information space, e.g. 
a true single market for the digital economy 
so as to exploit fully the economies of scale 
offered by Europe’s 500 million strong con-
sumer market

Reinforce innovation and investment in ICT 
research given that ICTs are a principle driver 
of the economy

Promote inclusion, public services and qual-
ity of life, e.g. extending the European values 
of inclusion and quality of life to the informa-
tion society

4.4 Promoting the “e-internal market”

Governments in the EU have for many years 
been pursuing the objective of removing ad-
ministrative burdens and modernisation of 
procedures, including the promotion of dema-
terialised means of payment. The innovation 
of payment processes, e.g. migrating govern-
ment payments away from paper-based and 
cash processes, is seen as a vital component 
of creating modern infrastructures designed 
to reduce costs, to establish efficient opera-
tional structures and, above all, to further im-
prove the service level of government agencies  
interacting with citizens and enterprises. 

The European Commission expects SEPA 
to have an impact far beyond payments and 
related government services. SEPA will be the 
platform upon which e-government solutions 
such as e-invoicing, e-procurements, e-pay-
ments, e-signatures and e-services in relation 
to taxation, customs and social security will be 
further developed. 

In line with that expectation the Commission 
recently reiterated its ambition to close gaps in 
the single market, particularly in services, and 
this includes: streamlining of procedures, re-
duction of administrative burdens, and promot-
ing cross-border market access in particular for 
public procurement based on the implementa-
tion of interoperable standards.

According to the European Commission, 
ICT has the potential to open up the single 
market for the benefit of citizens, businesses 
and public authorities. The free movement of 
knowledge and innovation should be promoted 
as a “fifth freedom” in the single market. The 
EU should improve the framework conditions 
for innovation, in particular in the information 
society, by moving towards common standards 
and spectrum management. 

In addition, the Commission intends to  
address overlapping requirements, gaps or in-
consistencies in ICT implementation as these 
may stem from differing national legal frame-
works and will encourage member states to 
keep pace with technological change to en-
sure the efficient functioning of the “e-internal 
market”.

1
The European Commission: Preparing Europe’s digital future – i2010 Mid-Term Review. Communication to the European Parliament, 

the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions  (April 2008).
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4.5 Reaping benefits of 
shared standardisation

In addition, SEPA could promote shared 
standardisation regarding a variety of serv-
ices offered by government agencies across 
Europe. It could play a part in the delivery of 
common solutions in areas of common policy, 
whereas investments can be shared and pro-
ductivity benefits of process transformation can 
be realised. Such a development could dra-
matically reduce the cost of implementing new 
processes and further drive cost efficiencies in 
the public sector.

4.6 Increasing the potential
of public procurement

SEPA could also play an important role in 
public procurement, e.g. the purchase of goods, 
services and public works by governments and 
public administrations. Public procurement in 
the EU is a key sector in the European economy 
totalling an estimated volume of 1.5 trillion euro 
or 16 per cent of EU GDP, according to the most 
recent data available2. Opening up procurement 
markets could significantly boost competitive-
ness and reduce government spending. 

The EPC has recommended that the SEPA 
standards will be a requirement in any public 
procurement process for delivering payments 
services to public administrations in the euro 
area.

SEPA implementation in the public sector should not be viewed as an 
isolated measure in the payments environment. SEPA is part of an exercise 
aimed at innovation and improvement of a broad range of public services 
based on harmonised e-government solutions. Taken together, these 
initiatives will promote the completion of the internal market in accordance 
with the goals of the Lisbon Agenda as defined by EU governments. 

2
European Commission: A report on the functioning of public procurement markets in the EU:

benefits from the application of EU directives and challenges for the future (February 2004).
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SEPA FOR THE PUBLIC SECTOR:
THE BENEFITS

5.

The SEPA initiative offers major long-term opportunities for the public sector, as SEPA might 
become the basis for state-of-the-art payment infrastructure which could be leveraged to support 
the modernisation of related government services.

Re-engineering payment processes based on innovative end-to-end 
solutions will generate substantial efficiency gains, reduce costs and 
drive forward the trend towards standardisation, automation and 
centralisation. SEPA schemes and standards are an integral part of 
such solutions.

Immediate benefits of SEPA implementation for public administrations are:

5.1 Increase the geographical reach of
your payment instruments

Sending and receiving payments to and from citizens and corporates throughout the SEPA 
area will be considerably eased. This is of particular importance with regard to the substantial 
numbers of pensioners who reside some or part of the year outside their original home country. 
Similar considerations apply to students, entrepreneurs and other mobile citizens as well as cor-
porate entities with which the public sector has economic relations. The benefit of geographic 
reach is the ability to make and receive payments using the same infrastructure and channels as 
applied to purely domestic transactions. SEPA becomes one domestic competitive payments 
market and public administrations will have far more choice in selecting service providers across 
the entire market place.
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5.2 Decrease IT costs

The introduction of the ISO 20022 XML mes-
sage standards – the SEPA data format – al-
lows for rationalisation, which in turn will sig-
nificantly reduce the costs associated today 
with the maintenance of IT systems. The XML 
standard is widely accepted and a huge number 
of standard tools exist – often licence-free. In 
addition, using XML technology leads to more 
flexibility with a view to future adaptations of 
IT systems.

5.3 Streamline
the back office

Uniform settlement periods and exception 
processes for all European countries will signifi-
cantly reduce current complexities in payments. 
The EU Payment Services Directive (PSD), to be 
implemented into national law of EU member 
states by November 2009, will further improve 
legal certainty and predictability in payments 
across SEPA.

5.4 Simplify reconciliation 
processes

Reconciliation of payables and receivables 
is a time-consuming and costly process. The 
SEPA data format streamlines account reconcil-
iation through the adoption of new standards.

These standards include, for example, a 
special originator reference and a standard 
length of the remittance information. All parties 
in the payment processing chain are obliged 
to carry this remittance information unal-
tered from customer (originator) to customer  
(beneficiary).

The SEPA format is being updated annually 
according to a predictable release schedule to 
reflect customer needs.

5.5 Optimise cash
management

Public entities maintaining accounts in other 
European countries to handle local payments 
will be able to centralise such accounts and 
the associated liquidity. Current differences be-
tween domestic and cross-border payments in 
SEPA will be eliminated. 
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5.6 Benefit from
payment factories

Payment factories are companies delivering 
payment-related services on an industrialised 
scale to customers such as corporate busi-
nesses, banks and public administrations, 
among others. The realisation of an integrated 
euro payments market will boost the trend to-
wards outsourcing payments. SEPA allows the 
acquisition of significant additional volumes by 
payment factories which in turn will generate 
scale and scope advantages benefiting their 
customers.

5.7 Wider use of
card payments

As payment cards become fully interoper-
able across SEPA as provided in the SEPA 
Cards Framework (SCF), there will be benefits 
to public administrations for payments acquired 
through cards in terms of acceptance, consist-
ency and processing efficiency. Wide introduc-
tion of a standard security technology (Chip 
and PIN) will provide a common approach to 
winning the battle against fraud. The usefulness 
and ubiquity of cards will receive further boosts 
from SEPA, strengthening their already explo-
sive growth, thus promoting less cash usage.

5.8 Potential for leapfrogging

The adoption by public administrations of the 
new SEPA payment instruments will give them 
a golden opportunity to renew ageing payment 
applications. It has often been the case that 
administrative systems such as those support-
ing payments are updated infrequently and on 
a minimum basis only. SEPA will be a reality 
and advantage can be taken of the newest and 
richest technology offerings and their associ-
ated cost benefits.

5.9 Take advantage of
innovative SEPA schemes

The SEPA schemes recognise that individual 
banks and communities of banks will provide 
complementary services based on the schemes 
in order to meet further customer needs. Public 
administrations should consider shopping for 
SEPA payment products tailored to their spe-
cific needs.
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PUBLIC SECTOR: CALL TO ACTION

6.

SEPA is the largest payments initiative ever undertaken within Europe and possibly the world.  
A programme of this size and scale cannot be implemented by the combined resources of the EC, 
the ECB and the EPC only. Customers - in particular public administrations - have an important 
role to play in making the project as successful as the implementation of the euro.

Communicate positively: use this document or extracts thereof to communicate positively 
the SEPA message both internally and externally to all those parties who you believe will be 
impacted by SEPA.

Assess and respond to the impact: conduct an impact assessment to ascertain how 
SEPA will impact the financial, administrative, technical and operational aspects of the pay-
ments processing within your organisation.

Assess and take the opportunity: SEPA is not just a mandated infrastructural project.  
Use the change to reassess and relaunch services, processes and platforms to improve ef-
ficiency.

Appoint a SEPA project manager: appoint a senior individual with responsibility for co-
ordinating all aspects of SEPA implementation and who also can act as the focal point for all 
internal and external SEPA communications.

Build and implement a SEPA plan: Have your SEPA team construct a SEPA implementa-
tion plan which can be updated as details of the SEPA schemes and frameworks are released 
by the EPC.

Support your national SEPA Committee: work closely with your national SEPA imple-
mentation organisation and contribute input into the national SEPA implementation plan.

Keep up to date: for the latest information on the SEPA initiative and EPC deliverables please 
visit www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu 

Get started – now.
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SEPA CREDIT TRANSFER SCHEME (SCT)

7.

The SEPA Credit Transfer Scheme enables payments services providers to offer a core and 
basic credit transfer service throughout SEPA, whether for single or bulk payments. The scheme’s 
standards facilitate payment initiation, processing and reconciliation based on straight-through-
processing (STP). The scope is limited to payments in euro within SEPA countries. The credit 
institutions executing the credit transfer must be scheme participants; i.e. both must have formally 
adhered to the SEPA Credit Transfer Scheme. There is no cap on the amount of the payment 
carried under the scheme.

The SEPA Credit Transfer Scheme Rulebook and the accompanying 
Implementation Guidelines approved by the EPC are the definitive 
sources of information regarding the rules and obligations of the 
scheme. The latest version of the SEPA Credit Transfer Scheme 
Rulebook and Implementation Guidelines can be obtained at  
www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu.

7.1 The scheme in a nutshell

http://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/
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SEPA CREDIT TRANSFER SCHEME MODEL
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The scheme offers benefits to originators and beneficiaries in terms of
functionality, cost efficiency, ease of use and straight-through-processing

Payments are made for the full original amount – there are no deductions; a customer involved 
in a credit transfer payment can only be charged by his own bank

140 characters of remittance information are delivered to the beneficiary without alteration or 
omission

These 140 characters can be unstructured (free text) or structured, as agreed between busi-
ness partners

The accounts of all business partners in SEPA can be reached as safely, quickly and easily as 
in their own country today

Certainty is provided about the date when the money will be available in the account of a busi-
ness partner and one’s own account

A single standard for identifying and validating an account with a bank in Europe based on 
IBAN allows the storage of trusted information in a standardised way

Rejects and returns can be automated, because they are handled in a uniform and predictable 
manner

Single payments and bulk payments (e.g. one debit to the originator’s account with multiple 
credits to the different beneficiaries) are supported

7.2 Advantages of the SCT scheme
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SEPA CORE DIRECT DEBIT SCHEME (SDD)

8.

The SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme – like any other direct debit scheme – is based on the 
following concept: “I request money from someone else, with their prior approval, and credit it 
to myself”.

A mandate is signed by the debtor (payer) to authorise the creditor (payee) to collect a payment 
and to allow the debtor bank to pay this collection (debtors are entitled to instruct their banks not 
to accept any direct debit collection on their accounts). The mandate can be issued in paper form 
or electronically. The mandate expires 36 months after the last direct debit initiated whereupon it 
should be cancelled by the creditor. The signed mandate must be stored by the creditor as long 
as the mandate is valid and in accordance with national legal requirements.

The SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme applies to transactions in euro. The debtor and creditor 
must each hold an account with a credit institution located within SEPA. The credit institutions 
executing the direct debit transaction must be scheme participants; i.e. both must have formally 
adhered to the SEPA Direct Debit Scheme. The scheme may be used for single (one-off) or recur-
rent direct debit collections; the amounts are not limited.

8.1 The scheme in a nutshell
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SEPA DIRECT DEBIT SCHEME MODEL
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The SEPA Direct Debit Scheme has been designed to permit the development of additional 
features in response to customer needs. The SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme now includes the 
possibility to create mandates through the use of electronic channels – called e-mandates.

The inclusion of this new possibility for the creation of e-mandates brings further advantages 
to debtors: the debtor avoids the inconvenience of printing, signing and mailing a paper form 
to the creditor by using a fully electronic process. The e-mandate facility is based on secure, 
widely used online banking services of the debtor bank.

The debtor can re-use his online banking credentials. No additional means of identification are 
necessary. The e-mandate features are based on global ISO standards as managed by SWIFT 
thus granting maximum transparency.

The e-mandate solution will be an optional service offered by payments services providers to 
their customers; ie. it is not a mandatory part of the SEPA Direct Debit Scheme.

8.2 E-mandate

The SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme Rulebook and the accompanying 
Implementation Guidelines approved by the EPC are the definitive 
sources of information regarding the rules and obligations of the 
scheme. The latest version of the SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme 
Rulebook and Implementation Guidelines can be obtained at  
www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu

http://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/
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Advantages for debtors

A simple means of paying bills throughout 
SEPA without the risk of late payments and 
the consequences thereof

The SEPA Direct Debit is easy to use, be-
cause the scheme is accepted as a single, 
trusted payment service by all creditors in 
SEPA

Straightforward reconciliation of debits on 
account statements

The possibility to sign either a paper-based 
or a fully electronic mandate if this latter serv-
ice is offered by a credit institution

A no-questions-asked, fast and simple refund 
procedure is available within eight weeks of 
the debit date for authorised transactions 
and within 13 months for unauthorised trans-
actions

Advantages for creditors

A simple and cost-efficient way to collect 
funds

The possibility to define the exact date of 
collection

The certainty of payment completion within 
a predetermined time cycle

The opportunity to optimise cash flow and 
treasury management

Straightforward reconciliation of payments 
received

The ability to automate exception handling 
such as: returned, rejected, or refunded col-
lections and reversals

The ability to collect funds from debtors us-
ing a single payment instrument across 31 
countries

8.3 Advantages of the SDD scheme

The introduction of the SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme requires a uniform EU-wide legal 
framework for payments.

The launch of the scheme is therefore contingent upon adoption of the EU Payment Services 
Directive (PSD) into the national law of member states. 

The PSD defines, for example, common rules on the authorisation of payments, the return of 
payments and customers’ rights to contest direct debits.

To bring the necessary level of planning certainty to all stakeholders, the general SEPA-wide 
launch date for the SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme has been set in principle by the EPC for 
November 2009.

This launch date coincides with the deadline for all EU member states to have adopted the 
Payment Services Directive into national law.

8.4 The launch date
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SEPA B2B DIRECT DEBIT SCHEME

9.

The SEPA Business to Business Direct Debit Scheme (B2B) will be the basis for the develop-
ment of products catering for business customers who wish to make payments by direct debit 
as part of their business transactions.

The most important differences between the SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme and the SEPA 
Business to Business Direct Debit Scheme are:

In the B2B Scheme, the debtor is not entitled to obtain a refund of an authorised transaction; 
this provides certainty of payment for the creditor

The B2B Scheme requires debtor banks to ensure that the collection is authorised by checking 
the collection against mandate information; debtor banks and debtors are required to agree 
on the verification to be performed for each direct debit

A debtor bank cannot offer the scheme to a debtor (payer) who is a “consumer” under the law 
of the country where that debtor bank is providing the payment service; essentially, therefore, 
the B2B Scheme is available only to the business community, not private individuals

Responding to the specific needs of the business community, the B2B Scheme offers a sig-
nificantly shorter timeline for presenting direct debits and reduces the return period

The SEPA Business to Business Direct Debit Scheme Rulebook and the 
accompanying Implementation Guidelines approved by the EPC are the 
definitive sources of information regarding the rules and obligations of 
the scheme.The latest version of the SEPA Business to Business Direct 
Debit Scheme Rulebook and Implementation Guidelines can be obtained 
at www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu.

9.1 Differences from the SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme

http://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/
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Reduction of administrative costs and en-
hancement of security through the use of 
electronic mandates

The opportunity to collect funds from debtors 
using a single, trusted payment instrument 
regardless of their location in Europe

Advantages for debtors

A fast and simple means of paying bills, re-
ducing the incidence of late payments and 
the consequences thereof

Allows the debtor to do business with a cred-
itor requiring the use of the B2B Scheme for 
making payments in an efficient way

The debtor is easily reachable for SEPA-
wide business offerings, because the B2B 
Scheme is accepted as a single, trusted pay-
ment service by all creditors in SEPA

The debtor has the security of knowing that 
the debtor bank will verify B2B Scheme 
transactions before debiting the debtor’s 
account

Advantages for creditors

A simple and cost-efficient way to collect 
funds

The possibility to define the exact date of 
collection

The certainty of payment completion within 
a short and pre-determined time-cycle

The opportunity to optimise cash-flow and 
treasury management

Straightforward reconciliation of payments 
received

The ability to automate exception handling 
such as returned and rejected collections 
and reversals

A fast collection procedure satisfies the cred-
itor’s need for a payment instrument with a 
short credit risk period, delivered in combi-
nation with early finality of funds received

9.2 Advantages of the B2B scheme

The launch of the SEPA Business to Business 
Direct Debit Scheme has been set in principle 
by the EPC for November 2009.

9.3 The launch date
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GETTING YOUR ORGANISATION READY FOR SEPA

10.

To realise the benefits of uniform SEPA payments instruments, public administrations need to 
upgrade existing payment applications as a first step. When setting up a SEPA implementation 
project, it needs to be taken into account that several features of the SEPA schemes and  
standards will also have an impact on internal processes.

The following aspects, among others, need to be considered:

10.1 IBAN and BIC

IBAN (International Bank Account Number) and BIC (Bank Identifier Code) will be the only 
permissible account and bank identifiers for SEPA transactions. Whereas until now they have 
been used only for cross-border payments in most countries, with SEPA they apply to national 
payments as well. The paying customer must provide IBAN to identify the beneficiary’s account 
and should provide the related BIC to his bank unless otherwise agreed with the bank.

ACTIONS REQUIRED:

Review invoicing and accounting procedures

Identify and adapt all systems that operate on the basis of account numbers and bank 
codes 

Provide easily accessible information on IBAN and BIC to your business partners and to  
citizens

Convert existing databases containing account information of business partners and 
citizens to IBAN and BIC. The EPC recommends that national banking communities 
provide centralised conversion services to their business customers including public  
administrations; information on how to find such services in your country can be obtained at  
www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu
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10.2 Direct Debit collections: the SEPA mandate

The SEPA Direct Debit Scheme defines the requirements regarding the authorisation of a 
creditor to collect direct debits; it also details the requirements to be observed by the debtor 
bank to debit the account of a debtor. In many SEPA countries, such authorisations – or man-
dates – previously issued by debtors and in place today do not conform to the requirements of 
the SEPA mandate.

IMPACT:

Mandate migration: To facilitate the change-over for bank customers collecting direct debit 
payments to the SEPA Direct Debit Scheme, it is imperative that mandates existing today 
can be used under the scheme at least for a transition period, even if these do not inciden-
tally meet all the requirements of the SEPA mandate. Since existing mandates in the different 
SEPA countries vary considerably, in each country a user-friendly and legally sound means 
of mandate migration has to be found. Public administrations introducing the SEPA Direct 
Debit Scheme may wish to seek guidance on the migration of existing mandates from their 
payments services provider.

Translating the Mandate: The SEPA mandate texts have been translated into all community 
languages. These translations are available at www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu.

Streamlining the Mandate: At first glance, the SEPA mandate may seem large and compli-
cated. In actual usage, however, this will not be the case. To bring greater clarity on this point, 
a guidance document containing practical information on how selected information may be 
used in various situations is available at www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu.

To facilitate the change-over 
for public administrations to 
the SEPA Direct Debit Scheme, 
it is imperative that mandates 
existing today can be used under 
the SEPA Scheme at least for a 
transition period.
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10.3 ISO 20022 XML message standards

A common data format used by all parties in a payment transaction is essential for the cost-
efficient handling of billions of payments. Today, dozens of different data formats are in place 
to process payments across different national clearing systems in the European Union. The 
realisation of SEPA therefore requires agreement on a common set of data to be exchanged in 
a common syntax. The SEPA Data Formats are based on the global ISO 20022 XML message 
standards. These formats are binding for the exchange of SEPA payments between banks. It is 
recommended that public administrations use the SEPA Data Formats to initiate payments. Banks 
may, however, choose to continue to accept other formats from customers for the instruction of 
SEPA payments.

ACTIONS REQUIRED:

As part of the decision to adopt the SEPA Data Formats for payment
processes, determine whether or not your external system providers
(e.g. ERP, accounting) offer SEPA solutions

Develop specifications for internal systems

Ensure electronic banking systems and / or other access channels
for your payments services are SEPA-compliant

Conduct tests with your payments services provider before going live
to ensure a smooth change-over

10.4 Remittance
information

The SEPA Credit Transfer Scheme permits the end-to-end carrying of remittance data on a 
structured or unstructured basis appropriate to the nature of the payment. The length of the re-
mittance information is now fixed at a standard length of 140 characters and banks are obliged 
to pass on the full remittance information.

ACTION REQUIRED:

Verify the length of the remittance information data fields currently used in your entity’s  
payment application and ensure the remittance information you provide contains no more 
than 140 characters
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THE CUSTOMER IS KING
SEPA STANDARDS FOR THE PUBLIC SECTOR

11.

11.1 The SEPA Data Format: additional features

SEPA Schemes are being further developed by the EPC in accordance with a strict change 
management procedure and based on a predictable release schedule in close dialogue with the 
user side.

The following suggestions of the user community have already been addressed:

To accommodate requirements expressed by bank customers, the following additional ele-
ments were incorporated and are available as of February 2009:

Separate data elements for an originator and a beneficiary reference party enabling the  
initiation and receipt of “on behalf of” payments

Introduction of payment reasons (“category purpose” and “purpose”) to enable identifica-
tion of payment types such as salaries or taxes, for example, allowing the originator bank or 
beneficiary to apply special processing rules
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11.2 Support of the ISO creditor reference standard

EPC recognises that structured creditor reference to remittance information offers potential 
SEPA-wide application of automatic reconciliation between invoices and corresponding pay-
ments.  The related ISO standard will contribute to the improvement of the automated reconcili-
ation at the beneficiary’s level.

A guidance document published by the EPC (EPC 142-08) for the use of this ISO standard in 
the context of the SEPA Schemes can be obtained at www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu.

11.3 Remittance information: structure the unstructured

The EPC supports a proposal developed by the European Association of Corporate Treasurers 
(EACT), which allows companies to agree on a structure for remittance information. The EACT  
suggestion on how to structure the “unstructured” remittance fields supports, amongst  
others: 

Up to seven invoice numbers/credit notes or combinations thereof
Or an identification of a remittance advice which is sent separately 
As well as the e-mail address of the recipient of the remittance advice
And/or the purpose of payment 
And/or a customer number

Banks will carry information structured in this way unaltered throughout the process chain.
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11.4 Validity period of the SEPA mandate

11.5 Customer-to-Bank communication

Key stakeholders, including individual banks, 
the EPC, SWIFT, and several players represent-
ed in the EPC Customer Stakeholders Forum 
have addressed the fact that community im-
plementation guidelines for payment initiation 
have incidentally interpreted the SEPA schemes 
differently.

Work has been done to further enhance 
the implementation guidelines applying to the  
ISO 20022 XML customer-to-bank credit trans-
fer and direct debit messages. These guide-
lines are based on a number of existing com-
munity guidelines. Harmonised specifications 
for the customer-to-bank communication are 

The evolution of the SEPA Schemes takes place in close 
dialogue with representatives of user groups cooperating in the  
EPC Customer Stakeholders Forum. 

now available for optional but strongly recom-
mended implementation in February 2009 for 
SEPA Credit Transfer and in November 2009 
for SEPA Direct Debit.

Such guidelines are of particular importance 
to businesses and public administrations in 
their communication with their banks.

The SEPA Direct Debit Scheme Rulebooks now define an extended 36 months validity period 
for mandates that have not been used. 
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HOW TO MAKE SEPA A SUCCESS

12.

The SEPA vision will not be realised via the existence of high-quality SEPA schemes and stand-
ards alone – just as the EU monetary union did not materialise simply because of the existence 
of euro notes and coins. 

The vast majority of users never asked for SEPA payment instruments with a view to replacing 
national ones. SEPA is not a market-driven process. SEPA is an EU-wide policy-maker-driven 
integration initiative designed to generate macro-economic benefits and technological innova-
tion.

Macro-economic benefits, however, may not be a key determining factor for individual busi-
nesses and public administrations when it comes to investment decisions. Even when consid-
ering the substantial benefits of SEPA payment solutions, it has to be recognised that existing 
payment applications are generally viewed to work well. In other words, customers may have 
other priorities than upgrading their payment processes.

SEPA is an EU-wide policy-maker-driven integration initiative – not a 
market-driven process. It is therefore essential that the political initiators 
of the SEPA process create the incentives needed to facilitate the 
change-over for customers.
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European Commission:

Secure the continued commitment of EU governments to the realisation of SEPA
Create the appropriate regulatory and legal environment for the SEPA instruments to be implemented
Provide support on a scale comparable to the introduction of the euro

EU governments:

Demonstrate leadership in the national SEPA Committees together with all other stakeholders including National Central 
Banks as was done for the euro-introduction
Ensure consistent transposition of the Payment Services Directive (PSD) as of 1 November 2009
Encourage and support SEPA implementation by public administrations at national, regional and local level. The buy-
in of public administrations is of vital importance as the public sector generates more than 20 per cent of payment 
traffic in the EU
Collectively agree end-dates for migration of the public sector to SEPA payment instruments
Allocate the resources for SEPA implementation and migration in annual budgets now
Require the use of SEPA standards in public procurements for payments services allowing banks to deliver SEPA pay-
ments services to any public administration in the SEPA area
Design and implement incentives which will facilitate the change-over from legacy payment instruments to SEPA for 
bank customers – such as granting tax breaks for early movers, for example
Facilitate, if necessary, the continued use of existing direct debit mandates under the SEPA Direct Debit Scheme

European Central Bank:

Differing balance-of-payments reporting requirements as established by various National Central Banks pose legal 
barriers to the concept of one domestic euro payments market and must be removed – immediately
For the change over to the euro a substantial communication budget was made available; a comparable communica-
tion effort should be afforded for SEPA implementation by the European Central Bank acting as a principle catalyst of 
the SEPA process

At this point, the success of SEPA depends – above all – on the continued 
commitment of and practical support by the political drivers of this 
project.
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SEPA – THE WAY FORWARD

13.

Going forward, the EPC is focusing on additional features designed to even further increase the 
possibilities associated with the implementation of SEPA payment instruments. In response also 
to the requests of the user community, the following aspects are currently being addressed:

Ultimately, the “outcome” of a payment transaction must be communicated by a bank to the 
customer. This information takes place via electronic or paper based reporting messages (reports, 
notifications, and account statements) which inform a bank customer about payment transac-
tions affecting his account.

The ISO standards necessary to allow the development of uniform reporting messages for 
SEPA transactions are under development by ISO itself. The opportunity of giving guidance 
(e.g. to create Implementation Guidelines) for the SEPA-wide use of these messages is under 
consideration by the EPC.

13.1 Bank-to-Customer communication

The EPC is currently developing electronic and mobile channels for the initiation of SEPA pay-
ments including necessary standards and security requirements. This will allow customers to 
initiate SEPA payments either online or via a mobile phone.

13.2 E & M channels
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Electronic invoicing – or e-invoicing – is a solution for the secure exchange of electronic invoices 
inclusive the relevant data between suppliers and buyers involving the upgrade of their sales and 
procurement systems. The purpose of electronic invoicing is to streamline the administration of 
the billing and payment process by eliminating paper handling for both buyers and suppliers. 
E-invoices can be archived in an electronic format making it easier and cheaper to retrieve them 
when necessary. E-invoicing is a relatively new concept with few examples of local authorities 
and private sector organisations using it at the moment.

The development of a European standard for e-invoicing is outside of the scope of the EPC. 
The EPC is closely monitoring the progress of an expert group set up by the European Commis-
sion which is evaluating a way forward to define a European Electronic Invoicing Framework.

It is believed by some that the availability of an e-invoicing standard would  
encourage the implementation of SEPA schemes on the user side, in particular by small and 
medium-sized enterprises.

13.3 E-invoicing 
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GLOSSARY

14.

TERMS DEFINITION

ACH Automated Clearing House

ATM Automated Teller Machine

Bank Identifier Code 
(BIC)

An 8 or 11 character ISO code assigned by SWIFT and used to identify a financial institution in financial 
transactions (ISO 9362).

CIT Cash-in-transit company

Clearing The process of transmitting, reconciling and, in some cases, confirming payment orders prior to settlement, 
possibly including the netting of instructions and the establishment of final positions for settlements.

Clearing and Settlement 
Mechanism (“CSM”)

A clearing and settlement mechanism as described in the CSM Framework. For more information please 
check the document “SEPA CSM Market Practices” published by the European Payments Council
(www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu / Knowledge Bank)

Direct Debit Collection A collection is the part of a direct debit transaction starting from the collection initiated by the creditor 
until its end through the normal debiting of the debtor’s account or until the completion by a reject, return 
or refund.

EMV Europay MasterCard Visa programme to implement CHIP & PIN security for card transactions. 

EPC The European Payments Council

EU The European Union

Eurosystem The Eurosystem comprises the European Central Bank and the National Central Banks of those coun-
tries that have adopted the euro

Euro Area As of 2009, 16 countries using the euro as legal tender

Funds In relation to a payment transaction shall mean cash, scriptural money and electronic money as defined 
in Directive 2000/46/EC.

IBAN An expanded version of the basic bank account number (BBAN) intended for use internationally that 
uniquely identifies an individual account at a specific financial institution in a particular country (ISO 
13616).
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SEPA payments instru-
ments

The pan-European payment instruments for payments in euro that will be delivered by banks under the 
SEPA programme.

SEPA payment scheme The rules and practices for the provision and operation of a SEPA payment instrument agreed at inter-
bank level in a competitive environment.

SEPA Business to 
Business Direct Debit 
Scheme

The SEPA Business to Business Direct Debit Scheme is the payments scheme for making direct debits 
across SEPA by business customers, both the debtor and the creditor, as set out in the SEPA Business 
to Business Direct Debit Scheme Rulebook.

SEPA Core Direct Debit 
Scheme

A SEPA Core Direct Debit is the payment instrument governed by the rules of the SEPA Core Direct Debit 
Scheme for making direct debit payments in euro throughout SEPA from bank accounts to other bank 
accounts as set out in the SEPA Core Direct Debit Scheme Rulebook.

SEPA Credit Transfer 
Scheme

The SEPA Credit Transfer Scheme is the payments scheme for making credit transfers across SEPA, as 
set out in the SEPA Credit Transfer Scheme Rulebook.

Stakeholders Banks (and their associations and infrastructures), their customers (and their associations), and regula-
tors.

Settlement An act that discharges obligations with respect to the transfer of funds between creditor bank and debtor 
bank.

Terms and Conditions The general terms and conditions that a bank has with its customers and which may contain dispositions 
about their rights and obligations. These dispositions may also be included in a specific agreement, at 
the bank’s choice.

TARGET2 The Eurosystem’s replacement for TARGET (Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement 
Express Transfer system).

(EPC) White Paper The document which launched the European banking industry’s vision and action plan for SEPA in 
2002.
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